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ABSTRACT 

This thesis concerns itself with the specific problem as follows: search an area 

using mobile robots without the aid of human (or central) tele-operation. The robots 

must correctly identify the goal source which is characterized by a maximum intensity (or 

favorability.) Subsequently, they must reach the position of the goal source while 

incurring a low total cost (energy consumed). The principles with their scalability and 

usability are used as evaluation criteria for the methods used to explore the unknown 

search area. Two different approaches are considered to solve this problem. The first, 

uses fiizzy mles [1], so that a robot in collaboration with other robots may use the 

knowledge of its present state vectors to find the desired signal source.The second 

approach uses reinforced leaming technique to train robots. In this technique, we have 3 

different methodologies. The first is the simplest reinforcement leaming called Q-

Leaming in which we have a lookup table to train individual robot. Second method is 

similar to Simple ACD viz: Heuristic Dynamic Programming (HDP) called Temporal 

Difference (TD(X)) method. The Temporal Difference method is an elegant way of doing 

reinforcement leaming. A simple ACD uses two neural networks, e.g., a criticand an 

action (control) network. The critic network leams to predict the total fiiture cost from a 

given environment to the terminal state, while the action network leams a policy function 

to optimize critic's cost output at each state. A graphical user interface and display plus a 

software implemented simulator are used for experimental purposes for both approaches. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The rise in popularity of the single-chip microcomputer and the drastic reduction in 

size and cost of integrated circuits in the past decade have opened up huge new arenas for 

creating intelligent systems. A brief introduction about robotics and collective robotics has 

been given below. 

1.1 Robotics 

A robot is a ''''reprogrammable multifunctional manipulator designed to move 

materials, parts, tools, or specialized devices through variable programmed motions for 

the performance of a variety of tasks" [1,44.]. Or, another definition is that a robot is a 

''software-controllable man-made device that uses sensors to guide itself and/or its end-

effector through deterministic motions in order to manipulate physical objects" [2,44.]. 

The robot is designed to be versatile and to fiinction automatically without human 

intervention while performing a set task. When the task is changed the robot can be 

reprogrammed to perform a new task without expensive retooling. 

Robots were initially developed over twenty years ago and evolved out of the 

tele-operator and numerically, controlled machines. The tele-operator is a mechanical 

arm remotely controlled by someone at a distance. The numerically controlled machine 

is a milling machine which receives its commands via a tape reader. Changing its 

operation was merely a matter of reprogramming it with new tape. Initially, robots were 



used in uniform pick-and-place operations. Gradually, as the technology developed, the 

tasks have become more complex and less constrained. The de\elopment of robot 

manipulator (i.e., the mechanical arm, which is the most common form of the robot) is 

tied to the development of digital computers, since they are used to control manipulators. 

The robot manipulator can be classified in various ways [1,2,3,4,5]. 

One classification is in terms of the work envelope geometry or mechanical 

configuration. The basic shape of the workspace in which the manipulator will 

determine the shape of the workspace. The base of the manipulator may be mobile or 

fixed. Most manipulators fall into the following categories: (1) Cartesian or rectangular 

manipulators; (2) Cylindrical manipulators; (3) Spherical or polar manipulators; (4) 

Revolute or articulated manipulators (either horizontal or vertical); and (5) Snakelike or 

tensor-arm manipulators. 

Another classification for robots is in terms of the drive System. The mechanism 

used to power the joints of the manipulator, such as, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric; or 

combination of the three. 

Motion Control can also be used as a classification. Motion control is the method 

that the robot controller uses to guide the end-effector (robot hand or tool) of the 

manipulator through space. The most common techniques are stop-to-stop, point-to-

point motion, continuous path, and controlled path. 

The relative intelligence of the robot, another classification, determines the 

complexity of the task it is able to perform and under what conditions it is able to 

perform the operation, ranging from low and medium through to high. The capability 



levels are: sequence-controlled machines, playback machines, computed-trajectory 

machines, controlled-path robots, adaptive robots, and intelligent robots. 

The type of work that the robot has been designed to do can also be used in 

classification of the robots. Some of the main broad categories are: automated or flexible 

manufacturing, remote exploration, prosthetic, exoskeletons and biomedical, hazardous 

material handling, locomotive mechanism and service. 

The above categories are fairly broad and robots can be further characterized by 

more specific parameters, such as, number of axes, load carrying capacity, maximum 

speed or cycle time, reach and stroke, tool orientation, repeatability, precision and 

accuracy and operating environment. 

A robot system generally consist of three components. The motion system is the 

physical stmcture. The recognition system uses various sensors to gather information 

about its environment (extemal sensors, tile, precision, proximity and range sensors) and 

its configuration (internal sensors, such as optical encoders, potentiometers, tachometers, 

strain gauges, and micro-switches). The control system uses the information from the 

recognition system in conjunction with the motion system to perform a desired task. 

Two types of control can be performed. Position control deals with moving the end-

effector along a desired trajectory and Force control, used to make the end-effector exert 

a force on a particular load. 



1.2 Collective Robotics 

Collective robotic systems are becoming more common with more than one 

robot working in the same environment. There are several reasons why two or more 

robots can be better than one: 

• Distributed action: Many robots can be in many places at the same time. 

• Inherent parallelism: Many robots can do many, perhaps different things at the 

same time. 

• Divide and conquer: Certain problems are well suited for decomposition and 

allocation among many robots. 

• Simpler is better: Often each agent in a team of robots can be simpler than a 

more comprehensive single robot solution. 

No doubt there are other reasons as well. Unfortunately, there are also 

drawbacks, in particular regarding coordination and elimination of interference. The 

degree of difficulty imposed depends heavily upon the tasks and the communication and 

control strategies chosen. 

Many challenging new applications in robotics involve distributed search and 

sensing by a robotic team. Mapping mine fields, extraterrestrial and undersea 

exploration, exploring volcanoes, the location of chemical and biological weapons, and 

the location of explosive devices are just a few examples. A widespread movement has 

begun away from the use of human tele-operation and centralized control in favor of 

utilizing smaller, simpler cooperative robots each with similar or equal capabilities. 

Several advantages may exist for implementing searches in such a manner. The first 



advantage may be cost. In some cases a small, simple robot can be built much cheaper 

than a large and highly complex robot, which requires greater processing power. A 

second advantage may be speed. While a large robot with powerftil sensors and a 

highly sophisticated search mechanism performs tasks with much greater efficiency than 

a single cooperative robot, together simple robots can cover vast areas giving greater 

efficiency in the long mn. A third and most desirable advantage of cooperative search is 

emergent behavior. As in an ant or termite colony, individuals do not, on their own, 

possess the ability to achieve success. Rather, it is the behavior that emerges from the 

colony as a whole which allows the colony to survive and grow. Thus, emergent 

behavior is that behavior which emerges from the interaction between various subgroups 

of the whole which in tum emerges from individual behavior. Instead of implementing 

millions of lines of code in a single, central controller, individuals may possess very 

simple algorithms which may not even reflect the task at hand. Nevertheless, success 

emerges from the intra-connection that is integral to these robot societies. The problem 

suite of interest involves the most demanding of sensing environment; rough terrain with 

obstacles, non-stationary and dilute chemicals concentrations, deliberate interference by 

the hostile robots, and limited opportunities for human interaction with the robots 

through tele-operation [6]. Because human intervention is not always possible in these 

environment, decentralized coordination schemes which feature collective decision

making by individual autonomous robots are the most promising avenue of research. 

These approaches are recent in their application and not much work has been done in 



this field. Few have tried to solve this problem using different methods, some of which 

are introduced in the next chapter. 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

Chapter 2 reviews the related work done in the field of collective robotics or 

multi agent robotic system. Section 2.2 discusses the particular work done at Sandia 

National Laboratory in the field of collective robotics called alpha-beta coordination. 

Chapter 3 discusses typical problems in robotics. Section 3.2 gives the problem 

statement of a particular problem of exploration of unknown space by collective robotics 

in fixed domain. Simulation of the environment and robots and their parameters are 

described later in the chapter. Chapter 4 deals with a Fuzzy Logic Approach towards the 

exploration of unknown space by collective robotics. The results obtained by Fuzzy 

logic are compared to those from Sandia Lab. Various experiments are performed to find 

the most optimal results. Chapter 5 discusses reinforcement leaming the simplest 

reinforcement leaming approach called Q-leaming after explaining. Its algorithm and 

results obtained are given in section 5.4. Chapter 6 gives another reinforcement leaming 

approach called TD(A,) approach. It is very similar to Heuristic Dynamic Programming 

(HDP) which is a method in Adaptive Critic Design. The thesis concludes in Chapter 7. 

Another method of Adaptive Critic Design of the higher hierarchy is called Dual 

Heuristic Programming (DHP) which is introduced and discussed in section 7.1 of 

Chapter 7. References are given for guidance and further follow-up. 



Appendix A gives a description of Adaptive Critic Design which includes HDP 

and its rules for training and test the network. Appendix B contains the code description 

of Fuzzy Logic Approach. Appendix C gives the code description of Q-leaming. And 

Appendix D describes the code fiinctionality for TD(>.) approach. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED WORK IN COLLECTIVE ROBOTICS 

This chapter briefly reviews a sampling of relevant research in multi-agent 

robotics and then presents some background in alpha-beta coordination. 

2.1 Multi-A gent Robotic Systems 

Fukuda was among the first to consider teams of robots working together [7]. His 

cellular robot system (CEBOT) was a collection of heterogeneous robotic agents which 

were capable of assembling and disassembling themselves. This ability to allow 

complex structures to be constmcted on-site and the additional capability of 

reconfiguring the combined units is of potentially great value for a wide range of 

applications in space-constrained environments. 

Mataric [8] studied adaptive cooperative behavior in a collection of 

homogeneous robotic agents, the so-called Nerd Herd. Using a behavior-based 

subsumption-style architecture [8], she demonstrated, in hardware, group behaviors such 

as flocking and foraging in a team of 10-20 robots. Of interest is the phenomenon of 

interference that occurs because the robots, at times, get in each other's way. 

Parker, now at the Oak Ridge National Laboratories, developed the Alliance 

architecture as a means for expressing and controlling heterogeneous teams of robotic 

systems [9]. Researchers at the University of Michigan have used distributed artificial 



intelligence techniques to control small groups of robots [10]. There is also extensi\e 

research being conducted in Japan on multi-robot teams. 

Canadian researchers have developed a usefiil taxonomy for characterizing the 

various research approaches being developed [11]. They are divided along the following 

lines: 

Team size: one, two, size-limited, and size-infinite; 

Communication range: none, near, infinite; 

Communication topology: broadcast, addressed, tree, graph; 

Communication bandwidth: high , motion-related, low, zero; 

Team reconfigurability: static, coordinated, dynamic; 

Team unit processing ability: nonlinear summation, finite state automata, push

down automata, turning machine equivalent; 

• Team composition: homogeneous, heterogeneous. 

The emergent of global behavior from local interactions among autonomous 

agents has been studied extensively. Investigations of collective behavior in robots are 

considerably more rarefied, and studies in\ olving collective search are rarer still. 

The alpha-beta strategy falls squarely in the behavior-based control camp 

[12,13,14]. Mataric [15] describes group behaviors in terms of combinations of basis 

behaviors invoked by sensor inputs. Flocking, a commonplace behavior, comprises the 

primitive basis behaviors of safe wandering, homing, aggregation, and dispersion. 

Following and aggregation make up surrounding, and herding is composed of 

surrounding and flocking. Flocking, homing, following, aggregation, and dispersion are 



all behaviors that arise under alpha-beta coordination, but are not accomplished by 

compositions of explicitly programmed basis behaviors. Different behaviors are 

obtained in alpha-beta coordination through variations on the update equation. Goldberg 

and Mataric [16] describe pack and caste criteria for partitioning a robot team to achieve 

arbitration of spatial interference. Their approach shares with alpha-beta the concept of 

behavioral switching based on the collective state. The dynamic-based approach [17] is 

also similar to alpha-beta in its use of a vector-based dynamical system to generate 

robot behaviors. Social entropy, a measure of the behavioral diversity in a robot team 

based on information entropy, has been presented in [18]. 

2.2 Alpha-Beta Coordination 

The alpha beta coordination strategy [19] is a family of collective search 

algorithms that allow teams of communicating agents to implicitly coordinate their 

search activities through a division of labor based on self-selected mles and social status. 

In an alpha-beta team, an agent plays one of two complementary roles. Agents in the 

alpha role are motivated to improve their status by exploring new regions of the search 

space. Agents in the beta role are also motivated to improve their status, but are 

conservative and tend to remain aggregated and stationary until the alpha agents have 

clearly identified better regions of the search space. An agent selects its current role 

dynamically based on its current status value relative to the current status values of the 

other team members. Status is determined by some fiinction of the agent's sensor 

reading, and is generally a measurement of source intensity at the agent's current 

10 



location. An agent's decision cycle comprise three sequential decision mles: (1) 

selection of the current role based on the evaluation of the current status data; (2) 

selection of a specific subset of the current data: and (3) computation of the next heading 

using the selected data. Variations of these decision mles produce different \ ersions of 

alpha and beta beha\ iors that lead to different global properties. Partitioning the robot 

team into alpha and beta roles results in a balance between exploration and exploitation, 

and can yield collective energy savings and improved resistance to sensor noise and 

defectors. Alpha robots waste energ> exploring low-status regions of the search space, 

but communicate valuable state information to team members that prevent costly re-

exploration of low-status regions. Alpha robots by nature seek to emulate and ultimately 

surpass the highest-performing team members and are therefore more sensitise to the 

effects of transient noise and are more susceptible to the influence defectors reporting 

false status values. Hypothetically, beta robots resist noise and defectors by selective re

sampling and a\ eraging of status data, but must rely on alpha robots to improve their 

performance. Consequently, beta robots can be mislead by noise and defector under 

some circumstances through second order effects if many of the alpha robots are 

mislead. Alpha-Beta coordination relies on the follow ing assumptions: 

» Team members have a reliable communication mechanism. 

» The team is positioned in the (noisy) sensate region surrounding a target source. 

» The terminal goal of the team is to converge on the source target. 

• A higher status value impHes a higher probability that the source is located near 

the corresponding coordinates. 

11 



Alpha-Beta robots are eusocial [20] in nature: robots must cooperate to succeed. 

Robots always broadcast their most current sensor data as a normative beha\ ior. Here 

robot's model of the environment is based solely on their current local sensory data and 

the current shared data obtained from the other members of the team. Individual robots 

have no sensor memory and consequently cannot locate a source alone. As such, the 

alpha-beta strategy is a reactive collective search strategy rather than a collaborative 

strategy. Robots are implicitly cooperative, and do not use explicit forms of 

collaboration. The alpha-beta strategy is a behavior-based control strategy closely 

related to the approach of Mataric [14]. Alpha-Beta teams behave in a manner similar to 

that of simple insect societies [21]. Alpha-Beta robots search without centralized 

leadership or hierarchical coordination. The primary collective mode of an alpha-beta 

team is to aggregate in a region of high-intensity, without any other objectives. Alpha-

Beta teams are robust to single-point fail-stop failures in team members; robots simply 

use the latest data transmitted by other team members without regard to the identity of 

the sender. Alpha-Beta coordination requires a minimum of knowledge about the search 

environment. Robots have no prior assumptions about the nature of the intensity surface, 

its spatial coherence, gradient field, or any other analytical information. Alpha-Beta is a 

reactive strategy that requires directed communication of instantaneous sensor data 

among team members, but does not rely on a domain model. Alpha-beta coordination is 

a new and ongoing research effort. A problem similar to the one above by Sandia 

Laboratory, is developed and simulated in this thesis and different approaches are 

applied. The next chapter gives details about the problem simulation. 

12 



CHAPTER III 

EXPLORATION IN FIXED DOMAIN : A PROBLEM 

3.1 Typical Problems in Robotics 

The cmx of the problem is that humans are just very good. Humans can take 

many things for granted in their biological selves: the acuity of eyesight, the fine 

dexterity of fmgertips, the amazing power-to-weight ratio of muscles, and an efficient 

energy conversion system, to name a few. Instilling human-level equivalence in a robot 

is quite a challenge! 

The disparity between expectations and experiences grows wider even in the case 

of tiny insects. Even their perceptual-motor skills are amazing. Common houseflies can 

land upside down on ceilings, spiders can assemble the most intricate homes, and ants 

can carry loads many times their weight. The main problems [22] for robots are 

navigation, recognition and cooperation. 

3.1.1 Navigation 

There are a host of unsolved problems in mobile robotics. One open question has 

to do with what is involved in endowing a robot with the ability to navigate its 

environment. Salmon can locate their spawning grounds from thousands of miles away, 

pigeons can find their destinations on either sunny or cloudy days, and bumblebees can 

make a beeline to a food source in quick response to another bee's dance. By contrast, 

few robots can make it down the hallway without recourse to humans modifying the 

environment with bar codes. The underlying issue here is one of representation, 

13 



determination of the computational stmctures required to grant competence in 

navigation. 

3.1.2 Recognition or Sensing 

Another problem that goes along with navigation is recognition. Landmark 

recognition in a generally unstmctured environment is a hard problem. Whether using 

cameras, pyro-electric sensors, force sensor or microphones, recognizing pattems in the 

environment is not trivial. Recognition problems can be computationally intensive and 

subject to complexities due to lighting, occlusion, and noisy data. 

3.1.3 Cooperation and Communication 

This is the most delicate and yet important parameter for robots. In a collective 

robotic search, robots have to cooperate with each other and communicate valuable 

information in order to avoid collision, improve performance, and complete the given 

task in minimum time steps. Cooperation among robots is necessary in order to avoid 

redundancy in the search area. A thorough computer simulation is required to obtain 

synchronism among robots. Range and type of communication is another factor to 

consider while designing the robots. 

3.2 Problem Statement 

To study cooperative, multi-robotic systems. An environment or domain of some 

fixed size with robots, signal source and noise sources is simulated. The robots should 

have the capability of movement, sensing the signal and communication with each other. 

14 



The objective is to find an efficient cost effective approach by collective robotics to 

search for the true signal source and converge to that source with minimal time steps. 

The tme signal source may be of much greater intensity than the noise signal intensities. 

3.3 Problem Simulation 

A specific number of robots are randomly distributed in a given 2-dimensional 

space. The goal source resides somewhere on this domain, possibly to one side of the 

entire robot group. For this thesis, the source signal is randomly placed in a 20 by 20 

domain. Noise signals can be scattered throughout the domain. Figure 3.1 shows the 

above described domain with the tme source, noise sources and robots. The goal of these 

robots is to avoid or neglect the noisy sources and reach the tme source. 

X 

* 

" X 
X 

• • 

X 
X 

X 

^ Robot 
^ T r u e 
X: Noise 

Figure 3.1: Environment of multiple robots collectively searching a signal source 

The robots collectively sense the decay signal from this source and attempt to determine 

its location based solely on sensory data. This decay signal could be exponential, linear 

or some other function. The smooth exponential function for the domain, 
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Z(r) = w + e -br 

where b = 0.2, r = distance of the robots from the goal source and w = 1/10*** of the goal 

source intensity is considered for this work. The value of 'b' is taken to be 0.2 so that the 

signal source spreads evenly throughout the domain. The signal source type can be 

changed and it could be either linear, exponential (which is in this case), square law or 

bipolar. Along with the robots and the goal are unwanted noise signals. These noise 

signal could be any signal even the same signals with relatively small intensity can be 

used for this purpose. Noises can be generated by random numbers. The robots may 

mistake these noise sources as their goal, if they are too close. Because signal data are 

the only characteristics of the board with which the robots have to work, it is assumed 

that the goal source emits the maximum intensity, while the noise sources emit weaker 

signals. The robot that converges first to any source has to make sure that the source is 

the tme source. The robot then, broadcast its physical coordinates to all other robots in 

the group. All the robots in the group have to search their part of the domain for some 

time steps before responding to the broadcasted information. The problem is considered 

solved when all the robots in the group converge to the tme source in minimum time 

steps. 

3.4 Robot Parameters 

Three abilities are given to a robot: 

• Movement anywhere on the domain but not outside; 

• Communication to any and all other robots; 

16 



• Sensing of the signal intensity at any given point on which the robot rests. 

Each parameter is explained below. 

3.4.1 Movement 

At first, the robots will have to move around randomly. Since the cost of 

movement is high, it is the most important expenditure to minimize. Thus, where to 

move is the most important decision a robot must make. If it moves incorrectly, it may 

find itself in a much worse situation and perhaps mn out of fuel if it makes too many 

more mistakes. 

3.4.2 Communication 

When communicating, a robot can transmit the coordinates of its position and the 

local field strength as well as any other information it deigns important. Because of 

simulation constraint, an assumption is made that robots can only transmit one at a time, 

and each robot must be able to store the information received from the other robots. One 

interesting issue is to examine severe limitations on memory for individual robots. For 

example, each robot may be limited to store only one field strength and associated 

coordinate, and overwrite this upon receiving information from another robot that has 

found higher field strength. There are several other variations on this theme that also 

warrant investigation. 
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3.4.3 Sensing 

The robots are able to sense the signals they are receiving (their own field 

measurement and signals from other robots). At any time, they may be required to scan 

all the signals they are receiving from all directions in order to decide which is the 

strongest, get aligned in that direction, and move ahead in pre-determined steps. This 

parameter incurs the lowest cost. 

In Figure 3.2, the sum of all the parts of the robot discussed above can be seen. 

Field intensity Coordinate of Robot X 

Intensity at 
Robot X 

Intensity (t-1) 
Coordinate(t-l) 

action (t-1) 
and 

Fuzzy Rule Base, or 
RL 

Action 

Max. Intensity among Coordinate of 
other Robot positions ^^^ ̂ ^her Robot 

sensing the max. 

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the robot inputs, outputs and operation. 

3.5 Approaches 

Two different approaches are considered to solve this problem. The first uses 

fuzzy mles, so that a robot in collaboration with other robots may use the knowledge of 

its present state vectors to find the desired signal source. The second approach uses an 
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reinforced leaming technique to train robots. In this technique, there are 3 different 

methodologies. The first is the primitive reinforcement leaming called Q-Leaming, in 

which a lookup table is used to train individual robots. The second method is similar to 

simple ACD, Heuristic Dynamic Programming (HDP), called the Temporal Difference 

(TD Lambda) method. The Temporal Difference method is an elegant way of doing 

reinforced leaming. A simple ACD uses two neural networks, a critic and an action 

(control) network. The critic network leams to predict the total future cost from a given 

environment to the terminal state, while the action network leams a policy function to 

optimize the critic's cost output at each state. The third method is DHP or Dual Heuristic 

Programming, which is a theoretically more accurate formulation of neural network than 

HDP. A graphical user interface and display plus a software implemented simulator are 

used for experimental purposes for both approaches. 

The results obtained from such simulations can then be practically implemented 

in the field to locate the life hazardous substance like chemical weapons, mines, etc. 

Since the actual environment may have many disturbing factors, noises are kept in the 

domain. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH 

A brief introduction to fuzzy logic and its background is gi\ en below. The fuzzy 

logic approach for the particular problem, discussed in the previous chapter, is discussed 

later in the chapter. 

4.1 Fuzzy Logic 

The assumption that all engineering system modeling can be reduced to an exact 

set of algebraic and differential equation has been challenged by research that recognizes 

that measurements, process modeling and control can ne\ er be exact for real, complex 

processes. Also the degree of plant uncertainty (in completeness, randomness and 

ignorance of data) due to process non-linearities and parameter variations is a major 

influence in determining both closed-loop system performance and associated controller 

specification. Yet such processes (such as driving a car) are readily controlled by 

humans without recourse to mathematical models, algorithms or a deep understanding of 

the physical process involved. Human controllers deri\ e adaptive, experiential, linguistic 

or qualitative based actions or responses to given situations that are loosely 

parameterized by the operating conditions as well as by their perceived experiential 

'model'. 

The problem is how to represent and compute processes that are imprecisely 

described in a systematic and logical manner. Zadeh, the originator of fuzzy logic, found 

that for many complex processes high levels of precision are unobtainable nor required 
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for effective system operation. To overcome the need for precise process representation, 

Zadeh introduced the calculus of fuzzy logic, which may be viewed as a parallel 

representation to probability theory rather than as an alternative. Fuzzy logic is aimed at 

modeling the imprecise models of reasoning, such as common sense reasoning, for 

uncertain and complex processes. Fuzzy logic provides a system for representing the 

meaning of lexically imprecise propositions in a natural language stmcture, through the 

propositions being represented as an elastic (non-crisp) or fuzzy constraints on a 

variable. Fussy logic deals with approximate forms of reasoning in which tmth is a 

matter of degree. Within fuzzy logic, there are two branches of mles of interference: 

4.1.1 Categorical logic 

Categorical mles do not contain fuzzy quantifiers. They do contain the important 

inference mle-the entailment principle: If X is A AND AeB THEN X is B. Other 

categorical mles that are significant in fiizzy logic there are significant in fuzzy logic are 

the conjunctive mle, Cartesian product projection mle, compositional mle, and 

implications-the Generalized Modus Ponens (GMP) and Generalized Modus Tollens 

(GMT) [23]. 

4.1.2 Depositional logic 

Depositional logic uses propositions that are usually tme, leading to usuality 

based reasoning. The depositional entailment principle is the inference mle can be stated 
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as usually (X is A) AND AeB THEN usually (X is B). In the limit usually becomes 

always, then depositional mles become categorical mles. 

An important place in fuzzy logic is played by the extension principle mle that 

enables the composition of induced constraints by which if there exists a mapping f: 

U->U is A, then the constraint of f(x) induced by the constraint on X is f(A). A 

depositional version of the extension principle includes the quantifier usually. 

Fuzzy logic is an extension of multivalued logic, containing as special cases two 

valued logic (tme and false) and probability theory. In frizzy logic, predicates can be 

both crisp (non-fuzzy) and fuzzy, for example even and odd numbers, and greater than, 

smaller, larger, etc. Conventional logic contains only two quantifiers - all and some, 

whereas fiizzy logic contains many imprecise quantifiers such as most, least, rarely, 

approximately. These quantifiers are fuzzy numbers that reflect the imprecision in 

characterization of the cardinality of non-fuzzy or fuzzy sets, or equivalent fuzzy 

quantifiers enable propositions with probabilistic elements to be manipulated within 

frizzy logic. Additionally, fuzzy logic allows predicate modifiers (both fuzzy and non-

fuzzy) such as not, very, very (very), more or less, to be used in the computation of 

linguistic variables whose values, in the form of statements or words, are in a natural or 

artificial language. For example distance or range is a linguistic variable whose values 

may be close, very close, more or less close, near, far, etc. 

In crisp logic, propositions are qualified by tmth values of tme (I) or false (0), 

with intentional operators such as believe or know and with modal operator such as 

necessary ov possible. Similarly, in fuzzy logic there are three modes of qualification: 
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i. Fuzzy tmth qualification, such as, not quite tme, 

ii. Fuzzy possibility qualification, such as, almost impossible, 

iii. Fuzzy probability qualification, such as, likely. 

There is an obvious close relationship between usuality qualification, probability 

qualification and the role of fuzzy quantifiers in common sense reasoning. 

Fuzzy logic has been very widely applied to various fields because of its integral 

ability to model the imprecise models of reasoning, such as common sense reasoning. 

Fuzzy logic has wide application in the field of robotics and in the following sections 

different methods of fuzzy logic have been applied to the problem of exploring an 

unknown space by collective robotics. 

4.2 Fuzzy Logic Using a Decision Table 

In this software architecture, a decision matrix (Table 4.1) determines the robots' 

behavior in a 2-dimensional space. This decision matrix has two axes. The first is the 

robot's measured field strength, fi(k), where 'k' is the time step and ' i ' is the robot's 

index. The second is the robot's estimated distance from the tme source, Pi(k). The 

robot ' i ' calculates a gradient of the field using its current measurement of fi(k), the 

memory of its past strength fi(k-l) and its positions at these two time steps to make 

moves along the gradients of the field strength. 
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Table 4.1: The Fuzzy decision rules based on field strength, f and the robot's 
distance to the predicted source position, P. 

Pi(k) => 

fi(k)^ 

Large 

Medium 

Small 

Sm l̂l 

7 0 % Mds 

3 0 % M<^)n, 

c, 

Mds 

Cs 

M„ 

c, 

Medium 

M, 

c, 

Mdn, 

Cs 

Mdm 

^false 

Large 

M„ 

c, 

Md, 

Cs 

Md, 

^false 

The above table shows the actions robot 'i ' takes according to the magnitudes of 

two inputs, the field strength and an estimated distance to the tme source. (The method 

of estimating the location of the tme source is illustrated later in this section.) Two 

types of actions are determined by the fuzzy mles: movement 'M', and communications 

' C . Sensing is done at every step. The subscript of each action determines the 

magnitude and manner in which the action is carried out. With movement, 'd' indicates 

a specific direction towards the estimated location of the tme source ('-d' indicates the 

opposite direction) and 'r' shows a random motion, 's', 'm', and '1' are small, medium, 

and large implementations of an action, respectively, and 'false' indicates no possibility 

of the action occurring. The darkly outlined cells indicate expected results. The 70% 

and 30% indicate ad hoc choices for probabilities of taking the indicated actions. 
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Two values must be calculated with each time step 'k'. fi(k), obviously, is 

calculated by robot 'i ' at discrete time step 'k' using its current and past sensor inputs 

and the history of its recent positions. However, the calculation of Pi(k) is more 

complicated. This function depends, not on actual facts, but robot 'i's own knowledge 

of its peers' field strengths and positions; therefore, it can be quite inaccurate. 

The calculation of Pi(k) involves a center of mass function where a robot's mass 

is its field intensity. Therefore, Pi(k) is as follows: 

m) = ^ix,(k)-x,{k)f +{y,(k)-y,(k)y . (4.1) 

In the above equation, Xi(k) is the x position of robot 'i ' at time step 'k', yi(k) is the y 

position of robot 'i ' at time step 'k', x-bar is the perceived x position of the center of 

mass of the system of robots, and y-bar is the perceived y position of the center of mass 

of the system of robots. The functions for the center of mass coordinates are given as 

follows: 

M 

M 

M ' 

"" (4.2) 

where 'M' is the total number of robots, and, 

C = {'j' has communicated in a receivable manner with robot 'i ' at time step 'k'}, 
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Alternative definitions of C can easily be derived to refine this estimate. Knowing the 

field strength of each robot and its position, the coordinates of the center of mass 

(assuming that as the current location of goal source) can be calculated and from that the 

distance from robot ' i ' to the source's estimated position can be found. 

Once both fi(k) and Pi(k) are known, the question is how to divide them into 

three discrete components, small, medium, and large. The proposed method is to 

calculate these values dynamically based on known quantities. Considering fi(k), large 

field intensity is anything over 2/3's of the largest field strength previously recorded by 

any robot. When an intensity value is large, it is expected that the source might be 

nearby. If the estimated distance to the source is not small, the robot explores in order to 

perhaps discover that it is on a false source, or that it has found a new estimate of the 

tme source. 

Small field strength, 's ' is determined by an either-or clause. A field strength is 

small if it is either less than the lowest 20% of robots current measurement, or less than 

Vi of the current large value. Any field intensity lower than the minimum of these two 

numbers is considered small. However, if, unexpectedly, the estimated tme source is 

nearby, then exploration is necessary to discover why the field strength is not as large as 

it should have been. 

If the value does not fall into either the large or the small category, it is medium. 

Little information can be extracted from a medium reading. Only some shuffling 

towards the robot center of mass will determine if the value is significant. 
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For Pi(k), a distance is large if it is greater than 2/3 of the largest distance 

between two robots. A distance is small if it is less than either the mean of the closest 

20% robots or Vi of the large distance, whichever is smaller. Anything in between is 

medium. 

Actions are also categorized into small, medium, and large actions. First, 

movement requires something a little less drastic than the distances that define a small, 

medium, and large Pi(k). Therefore, movements will be !/2 of these values. This 

approach ensures that robots do not move in an erratic and leaping fashion. However, 

movement values must still be dynamically re-figured with each time step 'k' because 

the robots do not know the size of the domain in which they search. Thus, constants will 

not suffice. 

Communication requires a slightly different treatment than movement. Different 

ranges of communication have different probabilities of reaching a robot a certain 

distance away. Robots at a large distance from robot ' i ' have a small chance of 

receiving broadcasted information if communicated over small range, a medium chance 

of receiving if communicated over medium range, and a 100% chance of receiving if 

communicated over large range. Here are the equations for probability of reception: 

where R\ is a robot with large Pi(k), Rm is a robot with medium Pi(k), and Rs is a robot 

with small Pi(k) 
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Table 4.2: Communication Probabilities 

Communication 

c, 

^m 

Cs 

Movement 

Ri,Rn„Rs=100% 

Rm,Rs=100%Ri = 25% 

Rs = 100% Rm = 25% Ri = 5% 

In the implementation, each robot's estimated Pi(k) will be compared to the tme 

Pi(k) and will be stored in a file. Also stored will be the positions and the cost expended 

for each robot at each time step 'k'. This information will not be available to the robots, 

but is used to evaluate the power of this approach to the problem. 

4.3 Algorithm for Fuzzy Logic Approach 

The following shows algorithm for fuzzy logic approach. 

1. Ask user for number of simulations, number of robots to use and dimensions of grid 

to be used. 

2. A 2-dimensional array is generated for holding signal intensity value and initializing 

all its value to 0. 

3. Generates the goal source which is given by: 

Z(r) = w -\- e -br 

and place it randomly inside the domain generated above where b=0.2, r is the distance 

of robots from goal source and w l̂/lO^*" of goal source intensity. 
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4. Decides Number of Noise source base on the equation 

N = 3 + randO mod(width*height)/64 

where width and height are the dimensions of the grid. 

5. All robots are turned 'ON' after initializing their variables. All robots determine their 

own coordinates and receive field intensity. 

6. All the robots store their current, immediate previous and maximum field intensity 

received and coordinates. 

7. A function is called to broadcast its field intensity and relative coordinates from 

origin to all other robots. 

8. Center of mass which depends on the received field intensity is calculated according 

to 

x,(.k) = 

y,(k) = 

£/,W-̂ , 
jeC 

M 

I fi (k) 
JeC 

M 

E/,W-^y 
y e C 

M 

E /; (*) 
jeC 

9. Robots decide estimated distance from the center of mass by the formula 

P, (k) = Vu- (k) - J, {k)f + (x- (k) - y, ik)f . 

10. Robots calculate the slope of line in which it must move and direction in which to 

move is random. 
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11. It changes its position I grid square in that direction and checks if the intensity has 

reduced. If so, then, it stops else continues its movement in the specified direction till 

it reaches the destination calculated above. 

12. Robot again broadcasts its received intensity and current location to all other robots. 

13. Sets center of mass as discussed in step 7 and store it till the next time step. 

14. Repeat the process from step 8 till it reaches its destination goal source and then the 

robot is turned 'OFF' so it can no longer move but communication capability is still 

active. 

4.4 Results 

For the following test, 50 robots and a 200 by 200 grid were used for 1000 trials. 

The result of the above algorithm was determined using the average percent amount of 

the domain covered by all the robots. 1000 trials were conducted, and mean and standard 

deviation calculated. The results are as follows in Figure 4.1, 

7000 
S. 6000 
^ 5000 
I 4000 
1= 3000 
o 
6 
> 2000 y *7**** **••—**'*t^»» *•*>> 
i 1000 V j f i A a i i — ^ ^ '4-:Vtv&; 

0 7T^:^ y^^r^^^fj^^p 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 

No. of Trials 

Figure 4.1 : Average number of time steps required for convergence. 
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The above graph shows the number of time steps required for all the robots to 

converge to the tme goal source. The standard deviation was calculated and was found 

to be = 164% of domain and the Average = 113% of domain. It can be seen that most of 

the time convergence takes place within 1000 steps. But still the results are not 

sufficienfly satisfying. Upon examining these results, it was found that, the lack of 

reliability and efficiency was due to the inherent randomness of the fuzzy logic formula 

which was used. Therefore, it became necessary to start over in an attempt to 

completely or partially eliminate the random movements of the robots. Of course, if a 

robot or group of robots becomes trapped on a local maximum then only two paths 

remain for escape, communication or random action. In some cases the former is best 

and in others the latter. The following discussion illustrates how the problem could be 

tackled. 

4.5 Fuzzy Logic Using Previous Trajectory and Center of Mass Estimation 

In the previous section, the position of robots were determined by using the 

decision table. In this section, the overall algorithm for search by robots remains the 

same except the approximation formula for individual robot. Robots are designed to 

function mainly by using an equation for approximating the position of the tme source. 

This equation is used for most of the search time. The equation is as follows: 

P.(A: + l ) ^ 7 P-M 
P.{k)-Pj{k-\) M{k) 

P.{k)-P^{k-\)^I{k)\ 

\ 

+p[p^(k)-p^{k)]+p^{k) 

(4.3) 
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Where ?j(k) is the current position of robot ' j ' relative to the origin at time step 'k'and 

^j(k-l) is the immediate previous position. Two terms make-up the equation. The first 

uses the product of the direction of the movement vector, which starts at the position of 

the robot at the last time step and ends at the position at the current time step, and the 

sign of the change in field intensity, AI. This is then multiplied by a discounted scalar, 

PM, where (3 is in the range (0,1) and M = a(Ds + Di). a, a discount factor as well, is 

also in the range (0,1). Ds is a small distance as determined by the distances between 

robot ' j ' and its closest 20% to 50% robot neighbors depending on how many robots 

there are total. Di is a large distance on the domain. It is determined by the distance 

between the two robots that are farthest from each other. The discount factor r| = 1 + 

AI(k)/Imax where Imax is the highest field intensity yet recorded. This means that the 

larger the increase in field intensity the more important this previous trajectory term 

becomes. If a robot does not move in a time step, then the first term will be set to M, the 

scalar. This ensures that when a robot is stuck it will be unstuck by pushing it in a more 

or less meaningless direction. In a boundless domain, this would be impossible because 

robots might continue moving in the positive direction ad infinitum. Here, this is not the 

case. 

The second term is simply equal to the center of mass of the VA of robots which 

have highest field intensities. The calculation of this center of mass uses the sum of the 

products of the robots' field intensities and positions divided by the sum of their field 

intensities as was described above. The discount factor on this term, |i = 1 - AI(k)/I 

makes the second term less important as the change in field intensity increases. 
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Conceptually, the first term acts as a correction to the second in cases where the 

center of mass fails to work due to a poor starting position or too much noise 

interference. To keep the center of mass term's failures to a minimum, robots 

communicate to all other robots every time step regardless of their current state values. 

Equation 4.3 works for most cases. However, sometimes due to the random nature of 

starting positions, robots get stuck in a loop. In such events, a correction mechanism is 

employed using the direction of the center of mass. 

X{k + 1) ^ ĉm - ^ ( ^ ) . ^(^J,S^ 
^ cm -x{k)\ 

V - vik) ('̂ •'̂ ) 

\ycm - y{k)\ 

In equation 4.4, the components of the center of mass vector relative to the position 

vector of the robot has been taken into account. This gives the robot one grid square 

push in a direction which takes it closer to the center of mass. This is sufficient to 

prevent a number of failures. 

4.5.1 Results 

The two data used to measure the success of the algorithm are: (a) the amount of 

the domain covered in an average search and (b) the number of failures (a failure being 

any simulation where the robots cover more than 100% of the domain or when the 

robots cease to move). 
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Table 4. 3 : Results of second search previous trajectory coupled with center of mass 

Environment 

Noiseless 

Noisy 

True Source fixed at (10,10) 

(%) 

area covered 

22.60 

19.20 

failures 

1.50 

5.70 

Random True Source 

(%) 

area covered 

27.50 

27.90 

failures 

2.50 

18.70 

As it can be seen, these results far exceed the results of the previous fiizzy table method. 

4.6 Results Comparison 

To effectively compare the obtained results with the work of Sandia National 

Laboratory which uses Alpha-Beta Coordination, an assumption about the grid size was 

made. The results after changing the fiizzy mle has been plotted in Figure 4.5. The 

robots reach the source in 1 to 2 time steps for this size of grid and over a grid area of 

less than 1% of the total 4 x lO'* grid squares. The smooth exponential function for the 

domain, 

Z{r) = w -\- e -br 

where b = 0.2 and w = 1/10 of the goal source intensity, posed no greater difficulty to 

the search than did the inverse square function 
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0 50 100 150 200 

Figure 4.2: Trajectory of robots after one has converged to the source at the center. 

A robot reaches the source at the center (100, 100) after one movement. In tum, 

the rest of the robots converge to that point. Results show a significant advantage in the 

great deal of symbolic manipulation which the robots perform to decide on an explicit 

location for the tme source. Robots reach the goal source within 2-10 time steps. In 

previous method, the mean calculated was 113 time steps. However, without the 

allowance for exploration in the initial stages of the search, the number of time steps till 

success jumps nearly an order of magnitude. 

Throughout the performance of these experiments, an assumption, which is fine 

for preliminary experiments, was made; but in real world situations, this assumption 

cannot be made. During a robot's search for its goal, it needs a method of realizing, 

once it has reached the goal or gotten quite close to it, that it may end its search for the 

time being knowing that it has been successful in its mission. The robots were allowed 

to compare their sensed values to a fixed number equal to the field intensity of the 

source itself (e.g., 100.0). In the real world, a seeker usually does not know the value 

of its desired goal. Sometimes it does not know if the goal is even there. Therefore, 
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after initial experimentation, a method which would allow the robot to determine 

whether it had reached the goal was attempted. This proved difficult to do with the 

present algorithm, for if a robot does not know, once it has reached the goal, that it has, 

without a doubt, reached the goal, it cannot in any good sense call for the other robots 

to join it. These other robots are obliged to continue their search until they too are 

satisfied that they have succeeded and hopefiilly rest near the same spot as their 

counterparts. Thus, a third algorithm was developed that might prove better in 

accomplishing the aforementioned tasks. 

4.7 Fuzzy Logic Using Three-Tier Center of Mass Coordination 

This method of robot coordination involves using fuzzy sets to determine the 

status, Isize, of a robot. This value can be one of three, small (lower), medium (middle), 

or large (upper), and follows the fuzzy sets shown in Figure 4.3. 

2 0.5 

0 
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 

Fmax 

Figure 4.3: The truth values "fuzzified" by a function of the current field intensity and a random number 

Fmax = the maximum value any robot has yet sensed. 
In the above figure, the tmth values for each robot in between small, medium 

and large are fiizzified by a function of current field intensity and a random number. 
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Once each robot has assigned itself a level in the 3-tier hierarchy, it can then compute 

three centers of mass, two of which are used in calculation of the next move. Centers of 

mass are found for all large, medium, and small field intensity robots, the positions of 

which are henceforth denoted as Vcmi(k), Vcmm(k), Vcms(k), respectively. 

In each real world case where these robots are implemented, two possibilities 

arise for the positions of the robots with respect to the goal. They can be surrounding it 

in some random or fixed pattern, or they can be completely to one side of it. To deal 

with these situations, the following function for robot movement decisions was used. 

Once robots encounter a significant decrease in signal intensity they stop and wait for 

new data. 

v.(A: + 1) = v^^i (k), if F^.^^ = small 

else , v.{k + 1) = v,^, {k) - V,,, {k) + v.{k) 

(4.5) 

Equation 4.5's conditional statement means that all small field intensity robots 

(robots with relatively little importance in the search) proceed immediately to the center 

of mass of the robots with large field intensities. Meanwhile, the large and medium 

intensity robots move in the direction of the large center of mass but away from the 

small center of mass. The former is most useful when surrounding the goal as in Figure 

4.4 because the large intensity center of mass will tend to lie on or near the goal, while 

the latter is useful for when the goal is in some other area of the domain as in Figure 4.5. 
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0 50 100 150 200 

Figure 4.4. Robot search with robots surrounding the goal at (100,100). 

The above graph shows the trajectory of the robots. The tme source is located at 

the center of the domain and all robots converge their within 1-2 time steps. It can be 

seen that some robots change their straight path in order to reach the goal. This is due to 

the change in the fuzzy mle (as given by equation 4.5) applied to all robots. So now, 

after the initial search for the source, the robots will converge straight to the tme source 

if one of them has already been successful on the basis of the broadcasted information 

by that successfiil robot. 
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Figure 4.5. Robot search with robots starting in bottom left comer and reaching the goal at (100,100). 
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The above graph shows the trajectory of all robots when the goal source is 

present at center of the domain and all the robots at the lower left comer. From the 

above results, it can be seen that robots proceed almost directly to the goal on this 

noiseless, ideal surface. The average number of time steps taken by the robots was found 

to be 1.34 and the standard deviation =0.66. This shows remarkable improvement in the 

performance of the robots in converging to the tme signal source. The percentage speed 

up with the increase in the number of robots from 5 to 50 was also calculated and found 

to be 98.8%. 

Indeed, the collective robotics search methods here discussed are not as 

conservative as Alpha-Beta Coordination which uses a "foUow-the-leader" attitude. 

However, this does not mean that Alpha-Beta Coordination saves more energy. Due to 

the probable increase in the amount of time robots using such coordination incur, their 

total energy consumption suffers. Though usually, in many hostile environments, 

robots should remain close to each other for mutual protection, in times when energy is 

most cmcial, speed is of the essence. 

Adaptive critic design techniques are the most competitive and challenging 

techniques used in the control system and collective robotics. Q-leaming is one of the 

most simple form of reinforcement technique. The next chapter deals with the Q-

leaming approach for the particular collective robotics problem. 
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CHAPTER V 

(^LEARNING APPROACH 

A short introduction to reinforced leaming is given at the beginning of the 

chapter. This is followed by discussion on the evolution and background of Q-leaming. 

Then, Q-leaming algorithm is applied to the collective robotics problem. 

5.1 Reinforcement Leaming 

Barto [24,469.] defined reinforcement leaming as follows 

"If an action taken by a learning system is followed by a satisfactory state of affairs, 

then the tendency of the system to produce that particular action is strengthened or 

reinforced. Otherwise, the tendency of the system to produce that action is weakened. " 

An agent uses supervised leaming direct and local information, defined by an 

estimate of the error gradient at the present state to improve its performance. But the 

reinforcement leaming system receives only a quantitative description of a global nature 

(good or bad) about its current performances. It does not have the directed gradient 

information to guide how to modify its behavior. The standard reinforcement leaming 

model consists of an agent, B, connected to its environment via perception and action 

(Figure 5.1). At each step, t, the agent receives as input, ieS, the observable of the 

current state; the agent then chooses an action, aGA(i), as output. The action triggers a 

state transition given by the probability transition model, Pij(i, a, j) and the consequences 

of this state change are communicated to the agent through a scalar reinforcement signal. 
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ueR. The agent's goal is to find a policy, i.e., sequences of state-to-action decisions, n, 

that maximizes (or minimizes) the long-term sum of the reinforcement values. 

Figure 5.1 : The Standard Reinforcement Leaming Model 

Reinforcement leaming has been a fundamental theory of animal leaming [25], but the 

mathematics of reinforcement leaming follows Belhnan's [26] dynamic programming. 

Two types of reinforcement leaming are possible: associative and non-

associative. While the first type occurs when the leaming system receives the 

reinforcement signal as the only input from its environment, the second type simulates 

that the environment must provide some additional forms of information other than 

reinforcement. The environment provides stimuli or states and the leaming system leams 

a mapping from the state space to the space of actions so as to maximize an occurrence 

of "a satisfactory state of affairs" in short- or long-term. Whenever reinforcement is 

referred, its associative type is assumed. One of the simplest and most frequently used 

reinforcement leaming method is Q-leaming [27]. 
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^ O-Leaming Background 

Q-leaming is one of the simplest and most frequently used reinforcement 

leaming methods [27]. The name Q-leaming comes from Watkin's original notation. 

Assume finite state, finite-action Markov decision problem [28] in discrete time with 

infinite horizon is assumed. At each time step, k, the leaming system or controller 

observes the state, Xk, of the Markov chain, selects action ak and receives the 

reinforcement signal, fk. This reinforcement signal, also known as utility or local cost, 

can be positive (reward), negative (punishment), or zero. It also has a finite expected 

value. As a result of dk, the Markov chain performs a transition from Xk to Xk+i. The 

probability distribution for both fk and Xk+i depends only on Xk and ak. The goal is to 

find such a feedback control mle or mapping from states to actions so as to maximize 

the expected discounted sum of fiiture rewards at each time step. Mathematically, it can 

be written as 

ak = a r g m a x ^ Y'Tk+j (5.1) 

where y is the discount factor, 0<=7<1. By adjusting y, we can shift attention of the 

system between long-term consequences of its action (y—>1) and short-term 

consequences (y=0) 

The main idea behind Q-leaming is to estimate a real-valued function Q= 

Q(X,a), which is the expected discounted sum of fiiture rewards for performing action a 
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in state X and performing optimal action thereafter. The fiinction satisfies the following 

equation 

Q(x,a) = { rk+ Y maxQ(Xk+,,b)| Xk=X, ak= a } . (5.2) 

The optimal policy (function that specifies a particular action for the controller to 

perform at each state) can then be represented in terms of Q by noting that an optimal 

action for state, x, is any action, 'a', that maximize Q(X,a). 

An estimate Q' of the fiinction Q is maintained. For each two consecutive time 

steps, k and k+1, Xk, ak, Fkand Xk+i are known. Q' is updated at time step k+l according 

to the following algorithm: 

1. Q'(X,a) remains unchanged for all pairs (X,a) i^ (Xk, ak), 

2. Q'(Xk, ak) <- Q'(Xk, ak) + Tik[rk + y maxQ(Xk+i, b) - Q'(Xk, ak) ], 

where symbol <— means that the quantity on the left-hand side becomes equal to the 

quantity on the right-hand side (RHS) after the RHS is computed and rjk is the leaming 

rate sequence such that 

0<Tlk<l. 

It has been shown [27,29] that converges to Q with probability 1 if the leaming system 

continues trying all actions from all states. The computational complexity of each update 

is independent of the number of states. It also does not use a model of the Markov chain. 

However, Q' must be stored in a lookup table which makes a direct application of the 

method unsuitable for problems with continuous state and /or action spaces. 
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U Application To Exploration Bv Collective Robotics Problem 

The lookup table Q leaming is applied to this particular collective robotics 

problem. A 20-by-20 Q matrix, which are random values initially, is constmcted. After 

generating this random Q-matrix, robots are randomly kept in the environment with the 

only Single signal source to begin with. Each robot senses the field intensity and 

compares its local intensity with the highest field intensity received from any of the 

robots in the previous time step. If the current field intensity is not maximum than that 

particular robot gets punishment as shown in the Algorithm below. Thus the Q matrix 

keeps itself updated as robots move in each time step. At the end of the simulation, an 

optimal Q- matrix is obtained. 

5.4 Q-leaming Algorithm 

The following show the algorithm for Q-leaming. 

No. of Robots : i = 50. 

Cost-to-Go per Step in Forward, Backward, Right and Left direction = 1.00 

Cost-to-Go per Step in Diagonal direction =1.1 

Allocates Random location (X,Y) in the Environment to each Robot. 

Randomly initializes the Q Matrix for each Robot. 

Checks the position (Vi(k)) whether robot is at the center of the domain. 

If not, then checks the field intensity (fi(k)) at received at that point. (1) 
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Communicates and receives the field intensity of each robot. 

Refers Q table to check which movement will provide minimal Q factor. 

Takes action accordingly. 

Computes new field intensity received. 

Computes the penalty for robot in the following way. 

If the robot had more field intensity before the action, then, 

P.(k) = [V.(k+1) - Vi(k)] + [fi(k) - fi(k+l)] (5.3) 

• Else 

Pi(k) = [Vi(k4-i)- Vi(k)] + [f„^(k) - fi(k)]*|Vi(k) - Argf„,ax(k)| (5.4) 

where fmax is the maximum field intensity received by any robots and Argfmax is the 

position of robot with maximum field intensity. 

• Calculates the Cost-to-Go for 1 Step in the direction of Maximum Intensity (ei(k)). 

• Calculates the per Step Cost for Each Robot: Ui(k) = ei(k) + Pi(k). (5.5) 

• Lets the Leaming Rate: r| = 0.5 and Discount Factor : Y = 0.08 

Q(Xk+i, ak) = (1 - Tik)Q(Xk, ak) + Tik[Ui(k) + r̂ axb *minQ(Xk,b)]. (5.6) 

• Moves one step in the direction of maximum field intensity according to the Q-table. 

• Computes number of robots that have converged. 

• Repeats the procedure from (1). 
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i i Results 

The following results are obtained by varying the number of robots for two 

different leaming rates, 0.3 and 0.5 (Table 5.1). The speed up in convergence with the 

increase in number of robots is calculated as difference in average number of time steps 

required for convergence divided by the average number of time steps required in the 

previous case. 

Table 5.1: Convergence rate and speed up factor for different number of Robots 

No. Of Robots 

5 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

Average Number of Steps 

0.3r| 

788 

711 

335 

237 

171 

150 

% Soeed Up 

9.78 

52.9 

29.25 

27.8 

12.2 

for convergence 

0.5T1 

763 

723 

356 

215 

180 

137 

% Speed Up 

5.24 

50.7 

39.6 

16.27 

23.9 

As it can be seen from the above table, there is a considerable decrease in 

number of steps required for convergence till the number of robots is increased to 50. 

For a leaming rate of 0.5 and the discount rate = 0.08, the average number of time steps 

required for the convergence of all robots is 137. The leaming rate, however, should not 

be increased beyond a certain limit; otherwise, an optimal Q table cannot be generated 
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and robots would be mislead. The percentage speed up with the increase in number of 

robots from 5 to 50 for leaming rate of 0.5 was found to be 82%. 
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50 

Figure 5.2: Speed up with increase in number of robots when leaming rate is 0.3 

900 

SPEED UP WHEN LEARNING RATE IS 0.5 
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Number of Robots 

Figure 5 . 3 : Speed up with increase in number of robots when leaming rate is 0.5 
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As it can be seen from the 2 graphs above, there is a considerable decrease in the 

number of steps required for convergence till the number of robots is increased to 50. 

Both the graphs follow the same pattern. 

Table 5.2 Standard Deviation for 0.3 and 0.5 leaming rate. 

No Of Robots 

5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

Standard Deviation 

0.3T1 

186.37 
150.98 
75.30 
66.0 
28.89 
36.16 

0.5T1 

322.87 
121.3 
66.82 
36.99 
54.74 
26.75 

The above table shows that the pattem of the search does not change with the change in 

the leaming rate, but the number of time steps required to accomplish the task changes. 

It can also be seen that there is not much deviation among the robots with the increase in 

number of robots. 

Though Q-leaming is tedious, time consuming and inferior to frizzy logic 

approach, it is one of the very basic and effective techniques of reinforcement leaming. 

With this Q-leaming coding, the robots try to converge to the robot receiving the 

maximum field intensity and in this process of convergence, some of the robots 

experience higher field intensity than what was received prior. Hence all other robots 

now start converging towards this robot and consequently one of the robots hit the tme 

source. If all the robots converge at one point and do not find the tme source, then they 
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all will diverge again from that location and try to locate other source, i.e., exploration 

stage. 

The field of collective robotics has a very high potential. It has many 

applications as described in the introduction. This problem can be fiirther approached 

with the Temporal Difference method, i.e., TD(>.) method. The temporal difference 

method is an elegant way of doing reinforcement leaming. It is the next step of the 

adaptive critic design towards the faster and more effective approach for control systems 

and collective robotics. 
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CHAPTER VI 

TEMPORAL DIFFERENCE APPROACH 

The TD method is a class of reinforced leaming algorithms. TD leaming is used 

to learn the discounted sum of future reinforcement values at any position. The 

reinforced leaming has been a fiindamental theory of animal leaming [25], but the 

mathematics of reinforcement leaming follows Bellman's [26] dynamic programming. 

In this chapter, the developments of reinforcement leaming algorithms are traced from 

dynamic programming [30, 237]. 

6.1 Dynamic Programming 

Dynamic programming, or DP, aims to find an optimal action strategy for the 

situation where the decisions are made in stages. DP rests on a simple idea called the 

principle of optimality. Bellman formulated it as: 

"An optimal trajectory has the property that at an intermediate point, no matter how it 

was reached, the rest of the trajectory must coincide with an optimal trajectory as 

computed from this intermediate as the starting point."" 

The goal is to minimize a certain cost fiinctional by balancing the desire for low 

present cost with the undesirability of high fiiture costs. DP captures this tradeoff using 

an idea called the principle of optimality [26]. The principle of optimality suggests that 

an optimal policy can be constmcted in pieces. First, an optimal policy is constmcted 
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involving the last stage only. Then the optimal policy is extended to involve the last two 

stages this is contained until an optimal policy for the entire problem is constmcted [31]. 

6.1.1 The Curse Of Dimensionality 

Policy iteration and value iteration require performing backups in every state and 

their mnning times exponentially increase with the number of states. The value iteration 

can mn for an infinite amount of time without converging and policy iteration requires at 

least 0(N3) of time for a problem with N state just to compute the value of the policy in 

each iteration. Bellman termed this the curse of dimensionality. 

6.1.2 The Curse Of Modeling 

The DP algorithms need an explicit probability transition matrix and a cost 

fiinction. This is called the curse of modeling, and it can be just as severe as the curse 

of dimensionality. There are many applications where this model is unavailable or 

where it cannot easily be converted into a transition probability matrix. 

The following brief exposition of DP is due to Bertsekas. A stationary discrete-

time dynamical system is given by 

x,.,=L{x,,a„d,), k=0,l,...,N-l, (6.1) 

where the state Xk e X, the control ak e A, and the random disturbance dk e D. It is 

assumed that D is a countable set. The control ak is constrained to take values in a given 

nonempty subset A' (xk) c: A, and ak G A' (xk) for all Xk e X. The random disturbances 
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dk, k=0,l,...,N-l, have identical statistics and are characterized by probabilities 

P(dk\xk,a0. 

Given an initial state xo, the problem is to find such a sequence of policies 

(control law c) c={ ci, C2, ...,CN-I}, where each Cki X ^ A , and Ck(ak) G A'(xk) for all Xk G 

X (admissible policies), that minimizes the cost fiinctional 

A' 

Jo{^o) = \Lr'V ,{x„c,{x,),d,)), (6.2) 
U=o 

where the expectation is taken for all d, and y is the discount factor (0<Y<1). The 

fiinction Jo is given by the last step of the following algorithm, which proceeds 

backward in time from stage N-l to stage 0: 

Jf,{x^) = Uj,{x^), 

J,(x,)= mm {u,{x,,a,,d,) + rJ,^,{f,{x,,a,,d,))), k=0,l,...,N-l. 6.3) 

If a control law c* minimizes (6.2), it is called the optimal control law { ci*, C2*, ...,CN-

1*}. The DP algorithm greatly simplifies the minimizing problem by decomposing it into 

a sequence of minimization problems that is carried out over the set of policies Ck. 

Each Jk(xk) is traditionally called the cost-to-go fiinction since it is the optimal 

cost for an (N-k)-stage problem starting at state Xk and time k and ending at time N. 

Each Uk is usually called the one-step cost or the utility. When the system (6.1) is linear 

and the cost Uk is quadratic, the optimal law admits an analytical expression regardless 

of the number of stages N. However, only numerical solution of the DP (or Bellman) 

equations (6.3) is feasible for a vast majority of practically important systems. For 

instance, if Xk and ak take on continuous values, they must be discretized. 
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Computational requirements are proportional to the number of discretization points, 

which typically grows exponentially with dimensionalities of Xk and ak. Nevertheless, 

DP remains the only general approach for sequential optimization applicable under very 

broad conditions including uncertainty. Therefore, many techniques have been 

developed ever since to alleviate the curse of dimensionality through approximate. 

There are two basic methods used within the framework of Dynamic 

Programming. The first method is called value iteration, and it is based on the probable 

proposition that for any bounded J: X^^R, there holds 

j\x) = \imB'iJ){x), (6.4) 
k-¥cc 

where J*(x) is the optimal cost-to-go fiinction. In general, value iteration requires an 

infinite number of iterations to obtain J*(x). There is an altemative to value iteration, 

called policy iteration, which always terminates after a finite number of steps. This 

second method consists of two nested loops: policy evaluation and policy improvement. 

Starting with an admissible policy, Co and generating an improving sequence of 

admissible policies Ci, C2,.... For the policy Ck, a policy evaluation loop is entered to 

f ind^* for all x: 

r^ (x) = {uix,c,ix),d)+rr^ {f{x,c,{x),d))). (6.5) 

In a policy improvement loop, a new improved policy Ck+i as 

c,, , (;c) = min {u{x,a,d) + ̂ J'^ [f{x,a,d))), (6.6) 
a&A\x) 

or, equivalently, policy satisfying 

^c,., iJ'') = ^^J'')' (6-7) 
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These two loops are iterated till convergence, where 

J^-Cr) = r * (x), Vx, (6.8) 

and the algorithm terminates with the optimal stationary control law c* ={Ck, Ck, ... }. 

The exact solutions for (6.5) and (6.6) are possible to obtain only for a limited number of 

systems as, e.g., Markov chains. The policy iteration method is directly relevant to 

training ACDs. 

6.2 The Temporal Difference Method 

The temporal difference method is an elegant way of doing reinforced leaming 

for two reasons. First, it uses the environment as its own model, and second it proposes 

to use a neural network of the form f(s,w), w is the adjustable weight vector, to 

approximate the value fiinction, f(s). Instead of storing separate value functions, state-

learning is achieved by adjusting the weights to minimize the mean squared error 

between f(s,w) and f(s) [32]. The first feature eliminates the curse of dimensionality than 

that of the traditional DP. 

Sutton's Temporal Difference (or simply TD) [33] leaming methods attempt to 

solve temporal credit assignment. The basic idea of TD methods is that the leaming is 

based on the difference between temporally successive predictions. In other words, the 

goal of leaming is to make the leamer's current prediction for the current input pattem 

more closely match the next prediction at the next time step. 

The most recent of the TD methods is an algorithm for training multi-layer 

neural networks called TD(lambda) containing two basic conceptual features. 
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There is a heuristic error signal defined at every time step, based on the difference 

between two successive predictions, that drives the leaming. For a prediction error 

detected at a given time step, there is an exponentially decaying feedback of the error in 

time, so that previous estimates for previous states are also corrected. The time scale of 

the exponential decay is governed by the lambda parameter 

6.2.1 Supervised Leaming and TD(X) 

In the prediction problem, P(x,w), experience comes in sequences of the form 

xi,X2, z. Each Xt is an observation vector available at time t in the sequence, and z is 

the final outcome of the sequence. 

The generalized delta or Widrow-Hoff mle would treat each sequence of 

observations, Xt, and the final outcome, z, as an input-output pair. The weight increment 

due to the error at step is : 

Aw,= a(z-Pt)V,vPr (6.9) 

where a is a positive leaming rate parameter, and the gradient, Vw Pt, is the vector of 

partial derivatives of Pt with respect to each component of w. Each Awt can only be 

computed when z becomes known at the end of the sequence. The weight, w, is changed 

after a complete sequence by summing each step's Awt: 

w = w+y\ Aw,.. (6.10) 
i=\ 

The temporal difference method represents the error (z - Pt) in the above 

equation as a sum of changes in prediction as : 
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---Pr= £ (P*-l-P*), (6.11) 
*=/ 

where P/t+i = z. Now, using this and combining Equations (6.10) and (6.11): 

m 

W = w+ ^ a(z-Pt)VHPt 

m m 

= > ^ + Z <^Z (P)t^i-p^)VwPt 
t=\ k=t 

m m 

= > ^ + Z ^ Z (PA+I-P*)VWP/ 
*=i r=i 

m 

W 

t=\ k=\ 

m m 

+ ^ a ( P , ^ i - P O ^ V^P^. (6.12) 

Thus, Awt in the temporal difference method is given (from Equation 6.12) by. 

Aw, = a (P,.i - P 0 Z ^- P-̂  (6.13) 
*=i 

In Equation 6.5, all the previous and current V̂ , P, are added to their frill extent to 

determine Aw,. The weight update using Eq. 6.13 is called the TD(1) method, and it 

produces the same weight change as that in the Widrow-Hoff method. Thus, the TD(1) 

update converges in such a way so as to minimize the root squared error between its 

predictions and actual outcomes in the training set. 

Similarly, a TD(0) method can be proposed, where the weight increment 

depends only on the prediction Pt, associated with the observation Xt: 

Aw,= a(PKi-P*)V,P. (6.14) 
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In general, the TD(k) family of leaming procedure considers an exponential 

decay in Aw, occurring k steps earlier than t according to Xk, where 0<>.<1: 

Aw, = a( P,+i - P it) Z '̂"* "̂ ^ P' (615) 
k=\ 

For A.<1, the weight changes due to TD(A-) are different from those made by any 

supervised leaming method. During TD(0) leaming, if a particular observation state, i, 

always leads to a particular termination state, j ; then the best predication for i is the 

outcome value of j . Using this argument, Sutton [33] has concluded that the TD(0) 

procedure moves toward the maximum likelihood estimate with repeated presentation of 

the training data, if the training data were generated by some Markov process (the 

maximum likelihood estimate of a data generating process is that process whose 

probability of generating that data is the largest). For 0<A.<1, there may be some 

interpolation between the maximum likelihood estimate and the root squared error 

minimization. 
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6.2.2 Dynamic Programming and TDfA.) 

TD(0) can be shown to compute approximate simple backups online. If, using 

current policy, one takes action, a = 7i(s), is then in state s. If it is interacting with a real 

extemal environment (or simulator), the environment makes a probabilistic transition to 

a new state, s' and produces the immediate rewards r(s, a, s"). The TD(0) algorithm 

observes this new state and reward and updates the function as follows: 

f ( s ) : = / ^ (s)+ {/^ (s)-[r(s,7i(s),s') + Y / ^ ( s ' ) ] } , (6.16) 

where a is a small leaming rate parameter and f is the value function (the term J in DP). 

The basic idea is that if state s is visited many times and action is applied many times, 

the same effect is obtained as performing a simple backup without having an explicit 

model. 

If a neural network, f(s,w), is used to approximate the value fimction, f (s), for 

each state s, TD leaming adjusts the weights, w, so that f(s,w) is closer to the desired 

f' (s) value by minimizing the error fiinction: 

eM^^-if (s,w)-[r(s,7i(s),s') + y / ^ ( s ' , w ) ] } \ (6.17) 

The term inside the square bracket on the right-hand side of Equation 6.17 is the desired 

value of f (s) for state s. Any gradient descent algorithm, like backpropagation, can be 

used to adjust the weights, w. 

= H w - a { / ^ (s,w,w)-[r(s,7i(s),s') + Y / - ( s ' , WOM)]} V W / " ( S ' , H,W). (6.18) w, new 
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The TD(>.) algorithm follows directly form Equation. 6.18 using the key idea of 

dynamic programming, i.e., to propagate information backward through state space. 

Most important in neural network leaming is the directed gradient information and the 

TD(X,) method takes a step proportional to the X', where X<\,m the direction of V,., f(s,-

„w,.,) along with the regular step in the direction of Vt f(St,Wt), while updating the value 

of f(st,Wt). The TD(A,) mle is: 

w,,, = w,-a{/"(st , w,)-[r(st,7i(st), St+O-hy /-(st+,, w,)]} f^/i' Vw,,/'^(st-i, w,..). (6.19) 
r=0 

The value of A,' is called the eligibility of state St-i 

6.2.2.1 Convergence of TD(A,) 

TD(A<) converges in the case of a linear network trained with linearly 

independent data sets. But, the TD(X,) algorithm may not converge to even a locally 

optimal solution for applications requiring the use of non-linearities. 

6.2.2.2 Application of TD(>.) 

The TD method has been used in Samuel's checker-playing program, Holland's 

bucket brigade problem, Barto et al.'s adaptive heuristic critic and Tesauro's 

backgammon program. It must be added that the temporal difference method is not 

restricted to model-free applications. 
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6.3 Application To Exploration Bv Collective Robotics Problem 

As mentioned earlier, the Temporal Difference method is used to train the critic 

and the action network. The environment of a 200 by 200 dimension is simulated. There 

are 50 robots in that environment and they are allocated random positions in the 

environment. These robots have memory to remember their current location coordinates 

and their current received field intensity. They can communicate with each other their 

present coordinates and field intensity. These robots have their own particular 

environment in which they can communicate and thoroughly search this environment for 

the tme source. Even if a particular robot has reached the source (tme/false), then also 

the other robots will keep on searching their environment, as the source which is found 

may be tme or false and only after they are completely satisfied that the source is tme 

would they converge. These robots are allowed to take as many steps as they want to in 

any direction. The value of lambda (X) can be varied in order to obtain optimal training 

network. 

The critic controls the prediction and hence decides the next state of transition 

for each robot. As the prediction is leamed, the robots make more and more accurate 

prediction and approach the tme source in a fewer number of steps. The network is 

tested after every 40 epochs. Number of training samples is restricted to 1000 epochs. 

Epoch means the number of complete iterations of the neural network training over the 

training samples. Training samples is the state and the prediction from the beginning to 

the end. Number of environments to include can also be varied. Different environments 
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use different tme source and noise source position. Results discussed in the later section 

has en\ ironment = 0, means, only one environment was used, but the robot's positions at 

the beginning of each epoch can be varied. 

6.4 TDrX.̂  Algorithm 

1. Initializes all the parameters. 

Environment Dimensions = 200-by-200 

Number of Robots = \ ariable 

Number of Noise Sources = : 3 + rand() mod (\\idth * height) / 64 

Number of Movements = 25; 1 = No movement, and other 24 are small(l), 

medium(2), and large(3) jumps in one of the 8 dimensions 

2. Checks the number of nodes for input and hidden layers 

3. Checks the transfer fimction and its slope for all the input and hidden layers. 

4. Checks the leaming rate for these layers 

5. Allocates a random position to the Signal source in the environment. 

6. A random is given as input to the critic network for initial exploration. 

7. The network is tested after every 40 epochs. 

8. Following things happen in each epoch. 

* Initializes the error = 0, t = 0 and change in the output = 0. 

* Updates the environment from the previous epoch. 

* Checks the coordinates of all the robots. 

* If no robot has succeeded to reach the source then. 
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* Desired prediction = 1.0 

* Forward pass the critic network once (#) 

* Retrieves the output of the critic network 

* Calculates the Temporal Difference Error. 

Error Signal = V2 [(Desired prediction - o/p of critic n/wfY'^ 

TD Error = A,*(TD Error) + Error Signal 

* Change in weight is calculated 

Aw,= a*( TD Error) * ^ i ' " * *VH,P, 
k=\ 

where a = leaming rate, 0<X<\, V^ Pt, is the vector of partial derivatives of Pt with 

respect to each component of w 

* Weights are updated. 

m 

w = w+2_. Aw, 

* If number of success is greater than 1 then, desired prediction = 0.5 and 

repeat from step (#). 

9. The output of the critic network is calculated as 

f'{&)•.=/" (s)+{f' (s)-[w + yf'(s')]}, 

where y is the discount factor = 0.08 which is then given to action network to 

decide the action of each robot. 

10. After taking the appropriate action depending on the output of the action 

network, robot checks the field intensity received and the current coordinates. 
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11. Communicates the new field intensity received and the new coordinates to all 

other robots. 

6.4 Results 

The results table given below shows the number of robots that reach the goal 

source in an average number of time steps during the test mode. This result is obtained 

for leaming rate = 0.5 and the discount factor = 0.08. 

Table 6.1: Number of successful robots from 5 with their average time steps for different lambda (k). 

Epoch 

I 
41 
81 
121 
161 
201 
241 
281 
321 
361 
401 
441 
481 
521 
561 
601 
641 
681 
721 
761 
801 
841 
881 
921 
961 

Environment 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

TD (0.0) 

Success 
in 5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

Avg Time 
Steps 

61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

1.00 
61.00 

1.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

1.00 
61.00 
31.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

1.00 
61.00 

TD(0.3) 

Success 
in 5 

0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 

Avg Time 
Steps 

61.00 
61.00 
2.00 
1.00 

61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
7.00 
1.00 
6.00 

61.00 
20.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

2.00 
2.00 

TD(0.8) 

Success 
in 5 

3 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
5 
0 

Avg Time 
Steps 

5.00 
61.00 

6.00 
1.00 

61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

3.00 
3.00 

61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

1.00 
61.00 
61.00 
17.00 
61.00 
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Table 6.2: Number of successful robots from 50 with their average time steps for different lamda (k). 

Epoch 

1 
41 
81 
121 
161 
201 
241 
281 
321 
361 
401 
441 
481 
521 
561 
601 
641 
681 
721 
761 
801 
841 
881 
921 
961 

Environment 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

TD 

Success 
in 50 

0 
30 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
19 
0 
0 
0 
0 
50 
0 
0 
0 
27 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(0.0) 

Avg Time 
Steps 

61.00 
20.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
30.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
19.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
25.00 
61.00 

7.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

TD(0.3) 

Success 
in 50 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
34 
0 
0 
0 
50 
0 
0 

21 
1 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 

40 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Avg Time 
Steps 

61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
19.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
13.00 
61.00 
61.00 
9.00 
1.00 

61.00 
61.00 

1.00 
61.00 
61.00 
21.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

TD(0.8) 

Success 
in 50 

0 
0 
0 

30 
0 

44 
0 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 

50 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
50 
0 
0 
35 
0 

Avg Time 
Steps 

61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
18.00 
61.00 
11.00 
61.00 

3.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
4.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 
61.00 

5.00 
61.00 
61.00 

3.00 
61.00 

Here table show results for different values of lambda (X). 

Average time steps is calculated as the number of time steps required by the 

successful robots to reach the goal source divided by the total number of successful 

robots. If any robot does not reach the goal within 60 time steps, then it is a failure and 

the average number of time steps is declared as 61, i.e., 60 time steps is the cutoff It can 

be seen from the tables above that with the increase in the lambda factor the number of 
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robots converging the goal source increases. Many iterations with different values of 

lambda results into optimal path and rapid convergence of robots. With the increase in 

the number of robots from 5 to 50, there is a decrease in the average number of time 

steps required for convergence. The percentage speed up with the increase in the number 

of robots from 5 to 50 for X = 0.8 was found to be 73.5%. 

The next chapter compares all the three approaches and provides a conclusion as 

to which one is the best. The future scope of this thesis is also discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

All the approaches are successfully implemented and results obtained verifies 

the validity of their nature. For fuzzy logic, all the robots converge within 1-2 time 

steps and show remarkable directivity to reach the goal source. In the case of Q-

leaming, the number of time steps required to converge is in 100's which is much more 

than that taken by fuzzy logic. Each robot in the case of Q-leaming takes one step 

according to Q value in the Q table, and checks the received field intensity at every 

step, unlike fiizzy logic wherein after determining the center of mass the robot directly 

jumps to that coordinates. Hence it requires more numbers of steps. The results 

obtained by the TD(>.) approach are, however, not satisfactory, as the frequency of 

robots which converge to the goal source is very low and the number of training 

iterations required by the network is very high. 

Table 7.1: Comparison of all the three approaches. 

No. of 

Robots 

50 

Fuzzy Logic 

Mean 

1.34 

Speed Up 
from 5 to 50 

98.8% 

Q-Leaming 

Mean 

137 

Speed Up 
from 5 to 50 

82% 

TD(>.) 

Mean 

4.5 

Speed Up 
from 5 to 5( 

73.5% 

Of all the three methods, the fuzzy logic approach gives the best results and has 

wider application to the problem. There is a reason to believe that fuzzy logic 
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approaches along with explicit calculation have great potential in being applied to real 

world situations. Coupled with the other approaches discussed, one could design triple-

layered robots the with 2 other resources in case of failure of a single method. 

7.1 Future Scope 

A good way to go is to apply the Dual-Heuristic Programming (DHP) to the 

Collective robotics problem. Since the model for the HDP has been worked upon, 

application of DHP would be able to improve the performance of neural networks in the 

field of collective robotics. DHP, or Dual Heuristic Programming, is a theoretically more 

accurate formulation of neural network than HDP. However, because in practice this 

method of estimation is highly complex and no need exists to abandon other neural 

network formulations. If no significant advance in efficiency occurs due to DHP, it is 

not recommended. However, in the case of collective robotics, it is necessary to explore 

all methods of implementation, because no matter how efficient robots are: their 

robustness must be increased. 

Rather than approximating the Bellman fimction J for cost-to-go. Model 

Dependent DHP predicts the change in J with respect to the state vector, Oi{k) 

Using BPTT (Back-Propagation Through Time), the system collects the necessary 

derivatives from the Model/Critic/Action network to calculate the error for the Critic. 

The error is calculated according to the following equation at time step 'k' for robot ' i ' : 

r -^ J^Mk+\) &Ui{R(k)) &JiiR{k)) 
t2i{k)-\\S ;^.(jt) + oi.(k) ~ Oliik) 
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The '+ ' in superscript denotes an ordered derivative, and represents a discount of future 

change in cost-to-go. With the above error fimction, the weights of the critic may be 

adapted assuming that the model is totally observable. 

By propagating <S^+ 1) back through the action network we adapt its weights 

towards the following goal. 

(^m (^i(k) ^Jjjk+l) ^ 
Oli(k) - Oiiik) "̂  ''•*' Oii(k) - ^ 

With this equation the action network of robot ' i ' is adapted to find the optimal policy 

for movement, communication, and sensing B*. 

In the original implementation of HDP, robot networks were given entirely raw 

data, meaning that nothing numerical was done to field intensities, robot positions, or 

any other personal or communicated data to make it easier for the neural network to 

digest. However, due to the encouraging results gained from the utilization of center of 

mass coordination in the fixed/non-adaptive implementation of robot search, better 

results may also be obtained from making use of three centers-of-mass as inputs into the 

Critic and Action networks. Thus the state vector R(k) will have six distinct components 

every time step 'k': Vcmi(k), Vcmm(k), Vcms(k), Vi(k), fi(k), Si(k). Here Vcmi(k) stands for the 

position of the center of mass for the large field strength robots, Vcmm(k) for medium, 

Vcms(k) for small, Vi(k) for robot ' i 's own position, fi(k) for its field intensity, and Si(k) 

for its status (large, medium, or small). This type of input vector will aid the neural 

networks in their decision making and estimating processes and speed the search. 

Furthermore, since humans also rely on computers to soften data for them, neural 
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networks (even those fiinctioning in Von Neumann style computers) may also benefit 

from such treatment. 

Training will function in much the same way as with HDP, with interleaving of 

action and critic training after a training batch has been collected. The environment will 

remain the same as in other implementations the with number of robots and dimensions 

of grid undefined until execution. The overall objective will remain the same as in HDP. 

Critics will attempt to minimize the sum of costs-to-go for all robots. 

There are two ways for further improvements. First, in the fiiture, some work 

can be applied in the area of restricting robots to specific territories. This sort of 

partitioning ensures the most efficient method of exploration, yet unfortunately means 

that if one robot does find the goal, the other robots may have to travel farther to 

aggregate about the source. And second, multiple kinds of robots with different 

abilities may be incorporated. Labor partitioning has been proven successful over 

millions of years in ant, bee, and termite colonies where different skills have evolved to 

meet different needs. 

The main goal of the collective robotics initiative is to create a working model 

in hardware which can meet specifications. One major difference between hardware 

and software implementation (even in the most ideal circumstances) is the requirement 

that robots be able to send and receive in parallel. To test the feasibility of this type of 

implementation, future work should entail using a parallel supercomputer or cluster 

where each node on the system acts as an individual robot. Using this sort of testing 

mechanism will save building time and design time. 
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APPENDIX A 

ADAPTIVE CRITIC DESIGN 

Adaptive Critic Designs (ACDs) are a promising family of methods to solve 

optimal control problems. They originated from a synthesis of ideas from dynamic 

programming, reinforcement leaming, and backpropagation. All ACDs form a hierarchy 

varying in both complexity and power. All designs are trainable, and without loss of 

generality neural networks are used as modules of each design. Several fiindamental 

methods laid the groundwork for ACDs. These include dynamic programming, 

reinforcement leaming and backpropagation. 

The term "adaptive critic" (or "leaming with a critic," to be more precise) was 

coined by Widrow in 1973. He had earlier proposed an adaptive linear element, 

AD ALINE. He showed that he was able to leam a strategy of play for the game of 

blackjack, with a performance close to that of the known optimal strategy, although 

AD ALINE had neither a prior knowledge of the game nor those of the objective of play. 

Some further developments had followed, and, by the beginning of the 1980s, two 

neuron-like adaptive elements, prototypical to neurons of present Artificial Neural 

Networks, were successfully able to leam how to balance an inverted pendulum on a 

cart, which is a modified version of the standard control benchmark [35]. However, it 

was not until 1990 that the synthesis of backpropagation and adaptive critic emerged 

[36,37]. Werbos called such critics backpropagated adaptive critics. He proved his 

pioneering role in backpropagated adaptive critics by referring to his earlier, largely 
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unknown publications on the subject. He proposed a hierarchy of what we now call 

adaptive critic designs (ACD). It consists of three basic designs: heuristic Dynamic 

programming(HDP), dual heuristic programming (DHP), and globalized dual heuristic 

programming (GDHP). 

A.l Backpropagation Algorithm 

The idea of propagating back derivatives is quite old and can be traced back too 

as early as the middle of 60's. There are indications that Rosenblat described elements 

of the backpropagation algorithm in his famous book on perceptrons [38]. In spite of a 

great deal of skepticism about perceptrons, it is plausible that this description inspired 

several researchers around the globe. Nevertheless, priority in deriving backpropagation 

in its very general form (e.g., applicable to continuously differentiable fimctions, rather 

than only neural networks) must be granted to Werbos who proposed and tested it in his 

Ph.D. dissertation in 1974. Unfortunately, this work remained largely unknown until 

Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams "rediscovered" backpropagation in 1986 [39]. This 

paper undoubtedly greatly facilitated popularization of the backpropagation algorithm 

among the neural network community. 

The backpropagation algorithm is probably the most popular technique in the 

field of artificial neural networks. However, there is still a great deal of confusion on 

what is meant under the term "backpropagation." For many researchers, 

backpropagation is firmly connected with the well-known gradient (or steepest) descent 

method of training a network. Here, backpropagation means it is simply an efficient and 
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exact method for calculating derivatives in a network. There is a plethora of gradient-

based methods of optimization, and one may employ any of them together with 

backpropagation. 

The description of the backpropagation algorithm and its modification called 

backpropagation through time (BPTT) made here is based on [36]. Werbos's approach 

is very convenient since each expression of the forward propagation step gives rise to a 

set of expressions of backpropagation. In addition, it allows a unified treatment of both 

feedforward and recurrent connections. 

Consider the following network 

x^{t) = xf'\t), l<i<m (A. la) 

1-1 N 

net,{t) = Y.W,j{t)x.{t)+ Yj^i{t)x.{t-X), (A. lb) 
7=1 j=m+\ 

x,it) = finet,{t)), m+l<i<N, (A.lc) 

where x^^ eR"' isa. set of extemal inputs, JC eR^ isa. state vector of the network, W, W' 

are two sets of weights for feedforward and recurrent connections, respectively, and/(^; 

is typically a sigmoid function (any continuously differentiable nonlinearity is 

appropriate). Here, the interest is in training such a system, i.e., in adjusting its weights 

W and W^ so as to minimize the following discounted sum 

k+h N2 

Ak) = ^Y.r"'Te'jit), (A.2) 
t=k j=N^ 

where e/t) = xf(t) - x/t), the one-step cost at time t, xf and Xj are the desired state and 

the actual state, respectively, Ni=m+I, and N2=N are indexes of the first and the last 
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states participating in the cost fimction, and / i s a discount factor (0 </<!). Some of 

Wij and Wi/ in (A.l) may be nonexistent (sparse stmcture) or fixed (nonadaptive). 

Backpropagation equations for (A.l) can be written as 

^ , (0 

^ ^{netXt)) 
F_x,it)+ = X W.,it) ./,^, F_xj{t), (A.3b) 

j^M Oietjit) 

F_Ac,(0+=/Z ^(^+i)-^-77-7r^_^;(^+i) , (A.3c) 
;=ml ^^j{t + \) 

where Fxt is the ordered derivative of J with respect to Xi (Werbos, 1990), and / = Â, 

..., 1, and t = k+h, k+h-I, ..., k, both the indexes mnning backwards. All F_Xi(k+h+l) 

are initialized at zero, and W'(k+h+J) = W^(k+h). The C-language notation "+=" is used 

to indicate the quantity on the right hand side is added to the previous value of the left 

hand side. Derivatives for updating weights are based on F_Xi(k) from (A.3): 

^{net.{k)) 
^-^.M) = F--:(k)^^^^x,(k), (A.4a) 

4 {net. (A:)) 
F-^'^(k) = F_xAk)^^;^x,(k-X). (AAb) 

It is assumed that both the parameter h=0 and all weights W^ are not updated and 

kept at zero. Thus, the expression (A.3c) and (A.4b) need not be used. Such 

modifications result in the basic algorithm of backpropagation also known as static 

backpropagation, which is applicable to training purely feedforward networks (e.g., 

multilayer perceptrons). 
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Having / from N to 1 in (A.3), as compared to the limits from N to m+l, 

typically implied in other descriptions of the algorithm has some advantages. When the 

lower limit is set to 1, not only the error gradients with respect to weights (useful for a 

typical stand-alone training) are obtained, but also the error gradients with respect to the 

extemal input x"'. This latter case is important. One can find situations when several 

networks of the same generic stmcture (A.l), say three networks A, B, and C, are 

connected in series. (All these are purely feedforward ones for now, but this illustration 

mainly holds for recurrent nets as well.) The task is to train the network A while only 

outputs of the network C are provided with the explicit error terms e. The error 

gradients with respect to the extemal inputs of C (i.e., outputs of B) are calculated and 

can be substituted instead of the current right-hand side (RHS) of (A.3a) in the 

backpropagation equations (A.3) for the network B. By the same token, the error 

gradient with respect to the inputs of B (i.e., outputs of A) are obtained. These gradients 

can then be substituted instead of the current RHS of (A.3a) in the backpropagation 

equation (A.3) for the network A. Finally, the error gradients with respect to the weights 

of A are calculated and the network's adaptation is performed. 

Rather than calculating the error gradients, sometimes the compute of derivatives 

of an output x, (i=m+l,..., N) with respect to weights or extemal inputs is needed. The 

backpropagation algorithm is flexible enough to permit such computations. Only the 

RHS in (A.3a) is replaced for such an xi by I while setting the RHS for the rest of the 

outputs Xi to 0. The two aspects just described reflect the emphasis on a universal use of 

the backpropagation algorithm. 
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A.2 Direct and Indirect adaptive control with critics 

There are two general forms of adaptive control [40]. One is called direct form 

and another is indirect form. Their diagrams are known in many variations. The 

diagrams drawn here are from the standpoint of leaming with a critic. Their purpose is 

to illustrate possible forms of adaptive control and how ACDs fit the general picture. 

According to direct adaptive control, there is no explicit model of the plant. An 

instantaneous performance measure called primary reinforcement U (Figure A.l) is used 

to adapt an action network (controller). This primary reinforcement, along with plant 

outputs R and action's outputs A, is fed into a critic network. The critic evaluates the 

situation and outputs a signal called secondary or heuristic reinforcement in order to 

improve the action's performance (the dashed line in Figure A.l). All diagrams below 

contain only essential signal pathways, and other possible signals like extemal and 

disturbance inputs are omitted. Likewise, the time-delay operator z'' is provided merely 

to preserve the causality. 
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Figure A, 1, Direct adaptive control with a critic. 

Indirect adaptive control features a model of the plant also known as 

identification network which mediates propagation of secondary reinforcement from the 

critic to the action (Figure A.2). Here the model network is fed by the plant's previous 

outputs, and it predicts the next outputs of the plant. Such a configuration is known as 

the series-parallel model, and this series-parallel model is used in this application. Real 

models always have some errors, i.e., Rm -^^ R. Thus feeding of the critic by Rm is 

avoided. However, in some cases the critic may be connected to Rm instead. For 

instance, an exact copy of the plant acting as the model can be used. Though not 

realistic, it helps in analyzing performance of ACDs in ideal situations. It is the case of 

ideal or perfect model. 

If the model network is fed by its own previous outputs, it is called the parallel 

model. This is another case where the critic can be directly connected to the model. 

This is mentioned here just to complete the different models and is not discussed further 

as it is not used in this application. 
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Figure A.2. Indirect adaptive control with a critic. 

The approaches of Figures A.l and A.2 can be applied to optimal control 

problems in which the objective to be optimized is not clearly defined in terms of a 

reference trajectory. For example, leaming how to successfiilly play a game hinges 

critically on optimal move planning but there is hardly any reference trajectory 

available. Another example may be designing a robot capable of walking bipedal, where 

one may only be able to specify some global objectives like maintaining the equilibrium, 

etc. [41]. Lastly, only global criteria like maximum yield or minimum energy 

consumption are usually specified for many process control tasks [42]. 

A.3 Heuristic Dynamic Programming 

The HDP [34] consists of two neural networks namely the critic and action 

networks. The action-critic networks are connected through a neural network model (or 

identifier) with fixed parameters approximating dynamics of the plant. The neural 

network identifier is trained offline to identify the plant dynamics at different operating 
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points using deviation signals. The output of the model is the estimated deviations in the 

actual outputs of the plant. 

The critic network estimates the function J (cost-to-go) in the Bellman equation 

of dynamic programming, expressed as follows: 

Jit) = f^/U{t + k) (A.5) 
k=0 

where y is a discount factor for finite horizon problems (0<Y<1), U(.) is the utility 

function or local cost. The critic network is trained forward in time, which is of great 

importance for real-time operation. The critic network tries to minimize the following 

error measure over time 

11̂11= Z^i'C), (A.6) 
t 

E (t) = J(AY(t)) - rAAY(t +1)) - U(t), (A.7) 

where AY(t) stands for either a vector of observables of the plant ( or the states), if 

available. 

The weights update expression for the critic network is as follows: 

AW^ =-r;iJ(AY(t))-rJ{AYit + l))-U(t))^^^^^ (A.8) 
^c 

where r| is a positive leaming rate. 
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Figure A.3: Critic Network Adaptation in HDP. 

The configuration for training the critic network according to equation (A.7) is 

shown in Figure A.3. The same critic network is shown in two consecutive moments in 

time. The critic network's output J(t+1) is necessary in order to provide the training 

signal YJ(t+l) + U(t), which is the target value for J(t). 

The objective here is to minimize J in the immediate fiiture, thereby optimizing 

the overall cost expressed as a sum of all U(t) over the horizon of the problem. This is 

achieved by training the action network with an error signal dJ /dJ {i.e., the constant) 

through the critic network and then through the model to the action network as shown in 

Figure A.4 [22]. This gives dJ I dA and dJ IdW^ for all the outputs of the action 

network and all the action network's weights WA, respectively. Hence the expression for 

the weights' update in the action network is as follows: 

AW^ = -a 
dAjt) dJ{t) 

dW. dA{t) 
(A.9) 

where a is a positive leaming rate. 
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Figure A.4: Action Network Adaptation in HDP. 

A.4 Critic and Action Networks' Training Procedure 

The training consists of two cycles namely: critic network and action network 

cycle. The training is alternated between the critic network adaptation and the action 

network adaptation until an acceptable performance is reached. Random initial weights 

between -0.1 and 0.1 are chosen for the critic network. In order to ensure that the plant 

remains stable during the training phase of the critic and action networks, the first 

training cycle of the critic network is started with the action network trained beforehand 

to act as a stabilizing controller of the plant. Such a pre-training is done on one operating 

point of the plant. 
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In the critic network's training cycle, an incremental optimization of Equation 

(A.6) is carried out by exploiting a suitable optimization technique like the gradient 

descent. The following operations are repeated N times: 

1. Initialize t=0 and AY(0). 

2. Compute output of the critic network at time t, J(t)=fc(AY(t), Wc). 

3. Compute output of the action network at time t, A(t)= fA(AY(t), WA). 

4. Compute output of the model at time t+1, (AY(t+1) = fM(AY(t), A(t), WM). 

5. Compute the output of the critic network at time t+1, J(t+1 )= fc(AY(t+1), Wc). 

6. Compute the critic network error at time t, E(t) from equation (A.6). 

7. Update the critic network's weights using the backpropagation algorithm. 

8. Repeat steps 2 to 7. 

The functions fc(Y(t), Wc), fA(Y(t), WA), fM(Y(t), WM) represent the critic, the action 

and the model networks with their weights Wi, respectively. 

9. In the action network's training cycle, an incremental leaming is also carried out 

using the backpropagation algorithm, as in the critic network's training cycle above. The 

list of operations for the action network's training cycle is almost the same as that for the 

critic network's cycle above (steps 1 to 7). However, instead of using Equation (A.6) 

and dJIdWc , dJ/dA and dJ/dW^ are used for updating the action network's weights. 
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APPENDIX B 

CODE DESCRIPTION FOR FUZZY LOGIC ALGORITHM 

The programming language used for simulation is C-H-. Only standard libraries 

were used in the object oriented implementation. Current work is being done to 

upgrade the visual interface from console to windows using Tcl/Tk scripting language 

libraries. All code is transparent between Linux and Windows 95/98/NT platforms. 

The compiler for Windows platform is Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. For Linux the GNU 

C Compiler with C++ extensions were used. Following is a description of each 

Abstract Data Type used in simulation and its most important operations. 

Matrix 

Allocates and de-allocates a two dimensional array. Used for holding signal 

intensity values at particular grid positions. 

GridWorld 

GridWorld: a constmctor which creates a Matrix object, initializes all its values 

to zero, and calls SetSources. 

SetSources: decides the number of noise sources based on the equation: 3 + 

rand() mod (width * height) / 64. Where rand() retums a random number and width 

and height are the dimensions of the grid. It then places the goal source by creating a 

Signal object. Afterwards a loop begins creating the desired number of noise sources as 

Signal objects. 

Interface 
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Interface: a constmctor which initializes all variables needed to simulate. 

Run: calls CreateObjs, then retums the return value of Simulate 

CreateObjs: Creates a GridWorld object, creates the Robot objects, and creates 

the Physics object. 

Simulate: calls each robot's TumOn method. Begins a do loop. Calls each 

robot's Action method. If the robot retums that it is successful it is told to shut off. 

Loops for 50 timesteps. Calculates and stores needed data. 

Physics 

Broadcast: broadcasts data from one robot to all other robots. 

islmpossible: retums whether a particular move by a robot is impossible. 

Signal 

SetGrid: adds or subtracts a signal source's exponential decay function to or 

from the grid. 

TumOn: tums the signal source on. 

TumOff: removes the signal source from the grid. 

Move: moves the robot to coordinates x, y 

Robot 

Robot: constmctor which initializes all variables and allocates the 

communication data stmcture. 

TumOn: tums the robot on 

TumOff: stops robot from moving but not from communicating 
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Action: Decides whether the robot will explore. Then tells the robot to move 

and to communcation 

Receive: receives broadcasted data 

DirectMove: decides on the destination coordinates on the grid based on the 

above formulae. If the robot is not successful it calls GoToPoint. 

GoToPoint: calculates the slope of the line in which the robot must move. It 

then calls on StraightMove to increment the robot's position first in the x direction then 

in the y direction based on the slope. Once the destination is reached it stops. 

StraightMove: increments the position one grid square then calls Sense and 

determines whether there has been a significant drop in field strength. If so, it stops, 

else it continues until the amount the robot needs to travel in the specified direction is 

satistfied. 

Send: calls Physics to broadcast the robot's position relative to the origin and its 

field intensity to all other robots. 

Sense: calls on the GridWorld object to retum a field intensity value at the 

robot's current coordinates. 

SetCenterOfMass: sets the centers of mass as discussed above and stores them 

till the next time step. 

Main Program 

The main program asks for the number of simulations to be done, the 

dimensions of the grid to be used, and the number of robots involved. It then begins 

looping for the number of simulations. Each iteration it creates a new Interface object 
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which in tum creates all other objects. It then tells the Interface object to Run. Once 

complete it records relevant data, destroys the Interface object and reiterates. After all 

simulations it determines overall statistics and elapsed time and outputs them. 
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APPENDIX C 

Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM CODE DESCRIPTION. 

The standard of C++ language has been use for coding the Q-leaming algorithm. 

The program may be compiled with any compiler supporting C++ standard, such as 

Microsoft Visual C++ or GNU C++ compiler for Unix systems. The description of data 

types and procedures used in the implementation follows beneath. 

Struct Coordinates: 

A class that implements a set of operations on 2-dimensional Euclidian 

coordinates, such as addition and subtraction operations for coordinates, computation of 

Euclidian distance etc. 

Main routines of class Coordinates are: 

Constmctor Coordinates. 

Assignment and increment operators. 

Addition operator. 

Distance function - computation of Euclidian distance to the specified point. 

Class Target: 

A data type for Target - a source of signal in the environment that robots are to 

explore. One of the targets (presumably, with the strongest signal) is considered as tme 

target, all other may be regarded as false targets that emulate noise. A target may be 
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active (enabled, emitting signal of the specified intensity) or inactive (disabled, not 

emitting any signal). The class gives a set of routines for enabling/disabling a target, 

moving it in space etc. Target is a very simple object that does not have its own behavior 

(it is unable to move in the space itself and is unable to change its own status). Target 

just keeps the location and status that it was provided originally. 

Location/intensity/status of the target may be changed by explicitly calling 

corresponding functions of the target object. More complicated behavioral pattems of 

the targets may be implemented in the extensions of Target class. 

In addition to that, class Target also provides means for computing the intensity 

of the field emitted by the target at the specified location. In the current implementation 

of the class Target this intensity linearly decreases with the distance from the target. 

Main routines are: 

Constmctor Target - creates the target object and sets its initial status 

Functions SetLocation, Setlntensity - functions for setting coordinates and 

intensity of the field emitted by the target 

Functions SwitchOn, SwitchOff and Switch - functions for changing the state of 

the state of the target 

Functions X, Y - functions for retrieving coordinates of the target 

Function Fieldlntensity - function for computing intensity of the field emitted by 

the target in the specified location. 
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Class QTable: 

Class implementing the table of Q-factors for the grid. The table contains the 

values of Q-factor for each point in the environment that robots are to explore. The table 

contains a three-dimensional array of floating point numbers that correspond to the 

coordinates of the object in the environment and the actions (movements) that the object 

may undertake to the expected reward for taking the action at the specified location. 

Main routines are: 

Constmctor QTable and destmctor -QTable. 

Functions Value - functions that retum the values of the Q-factors at the 

specified location and action intended or taken. 

Class Environment: 

Class that contains the information on the environment that robots need to 

explore, such as dimensions of the environment, array of targets existing in the 

environment and a table for Q-factors for this environment. It also specifies the set of 

actions that robots are allowed to take. 

Main routines are: 

Constmctor Environment: Creates an environment with the specified grid size 

and specified number of field sources (targets). 

Destmctor -Environment. 

Function Fieldlntensity: computes the field intensity at the specified point as the 

sum of field intensities for all targets 
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Function GetTarget: allows to retrieve the parameters of the target 

Function InGrid: allows to check whether the point with the specified 

coordinates belongs to the environment. 

Function ActionAUowed: allows to check whether the specified action may be 

taken at the specified location of the robot without taking the robot outside the 

environment. 

Function TakeAction: computes the new coordinates of the robot that has takes a 

certain action at a certain point in the environment. 

Function MinQFactor: computes the minimal value of the Q factor taking into 

account all the actions that robot is allowed to take in a particular point. 

Function IsOnTarget: check whether the point with specified coordinates is the 

one where the tme target is located. 

Class Robot: 

Class that contains the information about a particular robot that explores the 

environment in the team of robots. Each robot has its own leaming rate. Class contains 

information about the location of the robot in the environment, etc. 

Main routines: 

Constmctor Robot: Creates a robot initially located at the specified point, with 

the specified leaming rate. Also specifies the environment that robot moves in and the 

team that the robot belongs to. 

Functions SetTeam, SetLocation, SetEnvironment, SetLeamingRate, SetID -
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allows to specify parameters of the robot that were omitted during the call to the 

constmctor. 

Functions GetLocation, X, Y: allow to retrieve the coordinates of the robot. 

Function Fieldlntensity: retrieves the field intensity at the location of the robot 

by calling the corresponding function in robot's environment. 

Function MakeStep: allows robot to make a single step in the environment 

depending on the values of the Q-factors at its location and recalculate the value of Q-

factor for the specified action. 

Class RobotTeam: 

Class contains the parameters of the team of robots that explore the environment. 

Routines: 

Constmctor RobotTeam: creates a team with the specified number of robots for 

the specified environment. 

Destmctor -RobotTeam. 

Operator[] - allows to retrieve the parameters of a particular robot in the team. 

Function RobotMaxIntensitylD - retrieves the ID of the robot that senses the 

maximum intensity of the field in it's location. 

Function Step - allows the entire team of robots make a single step (one by one), 

main routine: The routine initialises the environment and robot team, places targets and 

robots in the environment and repeatedly invokes Step() function of the RobotTeam 

until all robots converge on the tme target. 
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APPENDIX D 

CODE DESCRIPTION FOR TD(;i) ALGORITHM 

Below given is the description of the main fimctions of the TDiX) algorithm. 

Function current_predictions 

Computes the current estimation by critic network by submitting data from raw 

board to the inputs of the critic network and performing a step of forward propagation. 

Function learn_prediction_td 

Performs a single training step of a critic network for every robot using 

backpropagation algorithm, using fimctions TDdualNetcollectiverobot, 

TD_accumulate_delWt_collective_robot for computing necessary weight updates for 

critic network and updating weights. 

Functions TDdualNet and TDdualNet_collective_robot 

Perform the accumulation of weight updates for a set of unit vectors by 

backpropagating them through the networks and computing network weight updates 

(TDdualNet performs such a step for a network preset for serving a single robot, and 

TddualNet collective robot - for a set of robots). 

Functions TDaccumulatedelWt and TDaccumulatedelWtcollectiverobot 

Combines the weight updates over all basis vectors computed by TddualNetcc 

fimctions to extract the values of required updates for the network. 
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